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S K I D D E R S



The Difference is in the Drive
The C-series skidders are equipped with Tigercat's advanced hydrostatic drive system. This hydrostatic transmission is unique to
Tigercat skidders. After ten years of development and refinement, it is the C-series drive system that sets Tigercat skidders apart
from all others.
The C-series drive combines electronic control technology with the benefits of hydrostatics. The result is automatic variable engine
speed and infinitely variable wheel speed without throttle controls or gear shifting. The resulting fuel efficiency is unprecedented
especially when related to volume of wood the machines are moving. Put simply, Tigercat skidders deliver more wood to the deck
and cost less to operate.

Durable Construction 
Structurally, Tigercat C-series skidders have no equal. The machines are designed and built for long life and low maintenance.
Tigercat controls the entire manufacturing process including the fabrication of all weldments. The strong center section is built with
thick plate, oversized pins and tapered roller bearings. All pivots are line bored for precise pin fit.

Overview and Applications

620C
The 205 hp Tigercat 620C is a mid-sized, high production skidder 
well suited to plantations and natural stands, thinning and 
clear-felling applications. 

The 620C is quick and powerful - fast travel and pulling speeds. It’s 
capable of pulling big loads with grapples sized up to 14.5 square feet.

630C 
The high capacity 630C is at the top of its class with a powerful 
240 hp engine. 

With grapple options up to 18.5 square feet, the 630C pulls massive 
loads and is best suited to high production final fell applications. 
The 630C also excels in the toughest terrain including steep slopes 
and soft ground.

Other Advantages of Hydrostatic Drive

SMOOTH, CONSTANT TRACTION
The wheels maintain the speed commanded by the drive pedal, regardless of the traction or pulling torque required. When 
maximum horsepower is reached, speed reduction occurs automatically. Smooth and continuous traction allows Tigercat skidders to
operate with minimal wheel spin. The result is reduced site disturbance, longer tire life, less driveline stress and improved 
performance in soft or steep terrain.

FLEXIBILITY TO SUIT OPERATOR AND APPLICATION
Tigercat skidders can operate at full engine rpm for extreme terrain conditions or variable rpm for enhanced fuel economy. The
operator can set minimum and maximum engine speed for improved machine control. Full hydraulic power is always available for
all machine functions.

HYDROSTATIC BRAKING
Because skidder travel ceases as the drive pedal is released, there is virtually no reliance on the secondary braking system. 
The operator maintains excellent vehicle control on slopes.



The operator's station leads the industry in
comfort, visibility and ergonomics. The seat

and all controls are rotated 40 degrees to
the right for reduced neck strain. All grapple

and arch functions are controlled by a 
single joystick. Travel is governed by 

forward and reverse drive pedals - no gear
shifting. The cab is insulated, climate 

controlled and isolation mounted. 

Plate or box tongs available

Optional light package
for night operation

Robust, large diameter
boom and arch cylinders

Excellent visibility along the
sides of the engine house

Thick steel exhaust
and muffler

The 630C engine is separated from the hydraulic 
components. The tilting steel plate hood enclosure provides
a work platform and easy access to the engine.

Bunching grapples 
ranging up to 
18.5 sq. ft. 

The center section carries a 3-year 6,000
hour warranty. Thick steel plate, large
pins and tapered roller bearings prevent
center joint play.

Tigercat dual-cylinder grapples. 
138/145 in. tip-to-tip width to easily

manage wide or irregularly shaped
bunches. Optimal geometry and tong

profile to roll the logs up into the 
grapple and hold them.  

Optional large
fuel tank



The 630C is equipped with Tigercat's
cross-flow cooling system for unmatched
cooling airflow. The hydraulically driven
fan operates at variable speed for
improved fuel economy and reverses 
direction to clear debris from the coolers.

The 620C engine house is spacious and
open. Engine service points and 
components are easily accessed.

Quarter windows provide
excellent visibility to rear
wheels and grapple area

Optional blade extensions

The single function arch is ideal in
plantations, flat terrain and other
applications where little maneuvering
is required to build the bunch.

Box or plate tongs depending on the application
and operator preference. Dual function arch for
easier retrieval of hard-to-reach wood and
improved control in poor terrain.

Integrated solid steel steps 

Single or dual function arch with
continuous rotation grapple

Optional winch

Super torque rotator

Well guarded axles

High visibility arch

Bunching grapples
up to 14.5 sq. ft. 

Tilting cab to access pumps,
motors and driveline



S P E C I F I C AT I O N S 620C 630C

DIMENSIONS with standard tire
LENGTH ............................................279 in. (7,090 mm)............................................................281 in. (7,140 mm)
WHEELBASE ......................................152 in. (3,860 mm)............................................................159 in. (4,040 mm)
WIDTH ..............................................127 in. (3,225 mm)............................................................127 in. (3,225 mm)

Narrow offset ..................................119 in. (3,020 mm)............................................................119 in. (3,020 mm)
HEIGHT ..............................................124 in. (3,150 mm)............................................................124 in. (3,150 mm)
GROUND CLEARANCE ......................25 in. (635 mm) ................................................................25 in. (635 mm)
WEIGHT ............................................35,500 lb (16,100 kg)........................................................37,400 lb (17,000 kg)

POWER
ENGINE ............................................Cummins QSB5.9, 205 hp (153 kW) Tier II..........................Cummins QSC8.3, 240 hp (180 kW) Tier II

Precleaner and 2-stage engine air cleaner 2-stage engine air cleaner
TOP SPEED ........................................13.8 mph (22 km/hr) ........................................................11 mph (17.7 km/hr)
COOLING ........................................Side-by-side aluminium charge air cooler ............................Side-by-side aluminium charge air cooler

radiator, oil cooler; A/C condenser ....................................radiator, oil cooler; A/C condenser 
Engine driven blower fan Cross-flow arrangement
........................................................................................Hydraulically driven reversible fan

FUEL TANK ........................................81 US gal. (305 L) usable ..................................................81 US gal.(305 L)
Optional ..........................................131 US gal. (495 L) usable ................................................131 US gal. (495 L) usable

POWER TRAIN
TRANSMISSION..................................Single-speed mechanical; variable speed hydrostatic ............Single-speed mechanical; variable speed hydrostatic
..........................................................(2) variable displacement motors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2) variable displacement motors
AXLE, FRONT......................................Inboard planetary 15˚ oscillating 1400 series ......................Inboard planetary 15˚ oscillating 1400 series

Optional ..........................................1400 extreme duty; 1400 SWEDA ......................................1400 extreme duty; 1400 SWEDA
AXLE, REAR ........................................Inboard planetary 1400 extreme duty..................................Inboard planetary 1400 series extreme duty

Optional ..........................................1400 SWEDA ....................................................................1400 SWEDA
DIFFERENTIAL LOCKS ........................Independent front and rear..................................................Independent front and rear

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
DRIVE PUMP ......................................Variable displacement axial piston ......................................Variable displacement axial piston
MAIN PUMP 1 ..................................Variable displacement axial piston ......................................Variable displacement axial piston 

for all machine functions for all machine functions
MAIN PUMP 2 ..................................Fixed displacement gear for cooling, ..................................Fixed displacement gear for cooling,

charge and axles charge and axles
FILTRATION ........................................10 micron, absolute............................................................10 micron, absolute
CYLINDERS ........................................(2) 4 in. (100 mm) bore for single function arch ..................(2) 4 in. (100 mm) bore for single function arch

(4) 4.5 in. (115 mm) bore for dual function arch (4) 4.5 in. (115 mm) bore for dual function arch
(2) 3.25 in. (80 mm) bore steer 3.75 in. (95 mm) bore steer
(2) 3.5 in. (90 mm) bore dozer blade (2) 3.5 in. (90 mm) bore dozer blade

RESERVOIR ........................................28 US gal. (105 L)..............................................................28 US gal. (105 L)

BRAKES
DYNAMIC BRAKING ..........................Hydrostatic ........................................................................Hydrostatic
SECONDARY BRAKES ........................Enclosed, oil cooled ............................................................Enclosed, oil cooled
PARK BRAKE ......................................Manual driveline disc brake ................................................Manual driveline disc brake

TIRES
STANDARD ........................................30.5L x  32 16PR ..............................................................30.5L x 32 20PR
OPTIONAL..........................................Up to 73 x 44:00 x 32 16PR ..............................................Up to 73 x 44:00 x 32 16PR

ARCH
STANDARD ........................................Single function, continuous rotate ........................................Single function, continuous rotate
OPTIONAL..........................................Dual function, continuous rotate ..........................................Dual function, continuous rotate

GRAPPLE 
STANDARD ........................................Tigercat 12 sq.ft. (1.1 m2) ..................................................Tigercat 14.5 sq.ft. (1.35 m2)

1-cylinder, plate tong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-cylinder, plate or box tong
OPTIONAL ........................................Tigercat 14.5 sq.ft. (1.35 m2) ............................................Tigercat 18.5 sq.ft.(1.72 m2)

2-cylinder, plate or box tong 2-cylinder, plate or box tong



S P E C I F I C AT I O N S 620C 630C

OPERATOR’S STATION
CAB ..................................................Insulated, pressurized and isolation mounted; Air conditioner/heater/defroster; (2) doors, sliding side windows with

hinged screens; Forward sloping windshield; Machine monitoring system with LCD display
AM/FM digital stereo with CD player, CB radio

SEAT........................................................Extreme duty, fully adjustable with lumbar supports and armrests; Seat and all controls rotated 40˚ to the right
CONTROLS ............................................................................................................IQAN computer control
STEERING ..............................................................................................................Variable rate, OrbitrolTM

ELECTRICAL
BATTERY ............................................(2) 12 volt ........................................................................(2) 12 volt
ALTERNATOR......................................160 amp ..........................................................................160 amp

OTHER STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Back-up alarm Back-up alarm
Fuel suction strainer Fuel suction strainer
Fire extinguisher Fire extinguisher

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Hydraulic winch, infinitely variable speed Hydraulic winch, infinitely variable speed
Halogen lighting package Halogen lighting package
Pressurized water system Pressurized water system
Fenders Fenders
Blade counterweight Blade extensions

40 Consolidated Dr.
P.O. Box 544
Paris, Ontario, Canada
N3L 3T6

Tel: (519) 442-1000
Fax: (519) 442-1855
E-mail: comments@tigercat.com 
Internet:  www.tigercat.com

(6088) 2 0905/7M•adv

620C Single arch Dual arch

124 in.
(3,150 mm)

25 in.
(635 mm)

279 in. (7,090 mm)

152 in. (3,860 mm)

124 in.
(3,150 mm)

25 in.
(635 mm)

281 in. (7,140 mm)

159 in. (4,040 mm)

630C Single arch Dual arch

124 in.
(3,150 mm)

25 in.
(635 mm)

279 in. (7,090 mm)

152 in. (3,860 mm)

124 in.
(3,150 mm)

25 in.
(635 mm)

281 in. (7,140 mm)

159 in. (4,040 mm)

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO AMEND THESE SPECIFICATIONS AT ANY TIME WITHOUT NOTICE.

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE WITH STANDARD TIRES.


